
 Rules Update - January 19, 2023 
 
EAR GUARDS 
 
The 2022-2023 Casebook and Manual provide the following situation 4.3.1 situation D: Wrestler A reports to the table 
and goes to the center of the mat. The official notices that Wrester A is wearing; (a) non-offensive stickers on the 
headgear; (b) celebration stickers for pins earned; (c) a commemorative sticker honoring the loss of a loved one. 
Ruling: Illegal in (a) and (b). Stickers are not allowed on the head gear. In (c), Commemorative stickers can be allowed if 
approved by the State Association. 
 
Note: NFHS editor stated “we don’t want high school sports to resemble NASCAR. 
The second part dealing with advocacy references is in place to prevent the ear guard from becoming a platform for 
political, social, or personal commentary and to protect the integrity of high school sports. One additional area of the 
rule is that taping is not allowed. The rationale for not allowing tape on the head gear is that the tape could be abrasive, 
unsanitary, and unsightly. 
Note: NYSHPAA has provided a wavier to allow for taping the straps but not the ear cups. 
 
In the spirt of good sportsmanship the following interpretation will be in effect immediately: If the wrestling ear guard 
has a sticker(s) the subject matter of which is not covered by the earlier mentioned provision of being a 
logo/trademark/reference/promotional item or advocacy reference and does not appear to the referee to be unsafe, it 
or they will be allowed. 
Example: The Furman Eagles have a large F, an Eagle, or the words Furman on their ear guard this would not be a 
violation. To avoid having officials making calls on the legality of logos on ear guards during a match, the following 
procedures should be followed: 
1. During the pre-meet check, all wrestlers should have the ear guards they will be using and the official will 
check any markings at that time for legality. The wrestler and coach will be told if the ear guards do not comply and that 
will be indicated on the weigh in sheet and they will be told that legal ear guards are required when the wrestler reports 
to the table. 
2. The referee should check when the wrestlers report and if a wrestler appears at the table with ear guards that do not 
comply, the wrestler will be charged with a technical violation and an injury time out for not 
being properly equipped. 
3. Should there be a situation where an improper marking is discovered during a match, there will be no penalty. That 
would be an error by the referee who did not diligently check prior to the match. 
 
Basically all this is saying is that you are NOW allowed to put your school initials or school logo on your ear guard. No 
other stickers will be allowed. 
Also, if the official discovers that the wrestler has ear guards that do not comply after the start of the match, there 
will be NO penalty during the match. 
 
SHOE VIOLATIONS 
Item 2: When a shoe violation occurs, the match will not be stopped until there is no significant action. 
When the referee observes that shoe has come untied or been displaced no signal will be given. Wait until the match 
has stopped to signal and to penalize. This penalty will always be made while the clock is off. 
When a situation occurs that creates a fall, technical fall, disqualification, default, or when the time expires at the end of 
the third period, the end of the two 30 second tie breakers, or the ultimate tiebreaker and a winner has been 
determined the shoe violation will be disregarded. 
Example 1: In the third period with the score tied 6 to 6 (B) already has been penalized with a 2 point stalling call and is 
in a scramble with (A) attempting a takedown. If (B’s) shoe comes off during the scramble and the takedown is 
successful and the time expires before the significant action has concluded the score would become (B) 8 (A) 6 and the 
shoe violation disregarded. 
 
In the above scenario after the takedown by (B) if the clock did not expire, there was no longer significant action or the 
referee stopped the match for any other reason, the takedown would be awarded making the 



score (B) 8, (A) 6 and now that the clock is off the shoe violation would be enforced, which would be the 5th stalling 
violation on (B) and (B) would be disqualified in accordance with the penalty chart. (1w-1s-1s-2s-disqualification) 
Example 2: In a one-minute sudden victory period while in a scramble for a takedown (B) who has a warning for stalling 
has a shoe come untied but because of significant action the match is not stopped and (B) completes the takedown. 
Ruling: Because the 1 minute is sudden victory the 2-point takedown would be awarded and the shoe violation would be 
disregarded, making (B) the winner. 
If at any time during the sudden victory period there was no longer significant action or the match was stopped for any 
reason including the end of the period, the one-point stalling penalty against (B) would be awarded and (A) would be the 
winner. 
The original intent of this rule was to eliminate wrestlers delaying the match by having to re-tie or replace a shoe and to 
prevent them from gaining an undeserved rest period. 
The violation does not occur when the laces become undone or the shoe becomes displaced. It occurs when the match 
is being delayed to re-tie or replace the shoe. 
 
Note: a wrestler STILL cannot benefit from having his shoe come off. Wrestler A cannot earn an escape if he kicked 
out and wrestler B is holding wrestler A's shoe, or, there's a scramble and wrestler A scores because he was able to 
slip out of his shoe. 
 
Imminent points: 
 
I have been asked several times about the possible scenario of getting both a takedown and backs if the wrestler 
indicates injury prior to the takedown to his back. 
Ruling: It is possible to award both 2 points for a  takedown AND 2 points NF if the wrestler just prior to being taken 
down 'to his back' indicates an injury. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions about these rule changes. 
 
Chad Smith, 
SECTION XI INTERPRETER  
 


